Withdrawal from Jenin
Israel fails on strategic level

The Israeli army has announced the end of its two-day raid and the withdrawal of all its soldiers from the Jenin refugee camp in the occupied West Bank.

In a statement to Israeli army radio, spokesman Danial Haran confirmed that “All the (Israeli) forces have left Jenin,” claiming that the raid’s objectives had been achieved.

While Israeli claims to have achieved its goals, media labeled the “operation” in Jenin to giving a mild parallel for a criminally unjust act.

These reports from Israeli media also stressed that “It seems the Palestinians have understood what officials have failed to grasp in Israel as the armed groups will return to the camp soon to re-open their operations.”

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, rushed to claim that the operation would change the equation against Palestinian resistance, further comparing it to “the recent operation against Islamic Jihad in Gaza and the 2017 Guardian of the Walls operation against Hamas.”

Israeli media mocked Netanyahu’s remarks by stating that the “Jenin operation” was only a spec­ tacle and served as no more than a mild “rally” for settlers, further ridiculing the prime minister. They said, “Netanyahu probably does not believe in his own words.”

Reports also warned of a systemic action against the West Bank, but the Palestinian Resistance struck them in their faces.

The senior commander stated that “the Palestinian children have never been as militant and steadfast as they are today, while the criminal Israelis face many difficulties, division, and misfortunes, like never before.”

Meanwhile, Al-Quds Brigade - Jenin Brigade celebrated the victory of the Palestinian Resistance against the ongoing Israeli forces in the West Bank city of Jenin.

In a speech on Wednesday morning, General Qaani said, “Today, we saw the Zionist regime mobilizing all its forces in the Jenin camp, its country­ side, and the cities that embraced its people. The Jenin Brigade also saluted the families of those martyred, injured, and detained during the battle for the great sacrifices they made.”

Hamas politico­ chief Ismail Haniyeh said, “We offer our thanks to support Jenin and its people and the people of Jenin were on the ‘table’ adding that the heroic operation in ‘Al Aqsa’ and other acts of resistance which took place all over Palestine came in support for Jenin and its people.”

Echoing Haniyeh’s remarks, the Al­Qassam Brigades congratulated the residents of the camp as well as its fighters, the fighters of Al­Quds Brigades, and those of Al­Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades, for their steadfastness during the battle.

Quds force chief hails Palestinian youths’ resistance against Israel

TEHRAN - Brigadier General Esmaeil Qaani, the commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps’ (IRGC) Quds Force, has praised the Palestinian youths’ valiant resistance against the full force of the Zionist regime’s military in a camp in the West Bank city of Jenin.

In a speech on Wednesday morning, General Qaani said, “Today, we saw the Zionist regime mobilizing all its forces in the Jenin camp, but the Palestinian youths struck them in their faces.”

The senior commander stated that “the Palestinian children have never been as militant and steadfast as they are today, while the criminal Israelis face many difficulties, division, and misfortunes, like never before.”

Meanwhile, Al-Quds Brigade - Jenin Brigade celebrated the victory of the Palestinian Resistance against the ongoing Israeli forces in the West Bank city of Jenin.

In a speech on Wednesday morning, General Qaani said, “Today, we saw the Zionist regime mobilizing all its forces in the Jenin camp, its country­ side, and the cities that embraced its people. The Jenin Brigade also saluted the families of those martyred, injured, and detained during the battle for the great sacrifices they made.”

Hamas politico­ chief Ismail Haniyeh said, “We offer our thanks to support Jenin and its people and the people of Jenin were on the ‘table’ adding that the heroic operation in ‘Al Aqsa’ and other acts of resistance which took place all over Palestine came in support for Jenin and its people.”

Echoing Haniyeh’s remarks, the Al­Qassam Brigades congratulated the residents of the camp as well as its fighters, the fighters of Al­Quds Brigades, and those of Al­Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades, for their steadfastness during the battle.

Civil aviation flight to have 250 airplanes by Mar. 2024

TEHRAN - Head of Iran’s Civil Aviation Organization (CAO), Mohammad-Bahksh said the number of the country’s passenger airplanes will increase to 250 by the end of the current Iranian calendar year (late March 2024).

Speaking in a televised program on Wednesday, Mohammad-Bahksh said: “Iran is a strong country, the Islamic Republic of Iran and its people have never been afraid of the arrogant forces of the region. Now, the era of arrogance is over.”

Mohammad-Bahksh said: “Under the framework of the JCPOA, further nuclear talks have been held, which have resulted in the final agreement of the JCPOA, and the JCPOA process has been completed.”

The general thanked the steadfast Palestinian people residing in the Jenin camp, its country­ side, and the cities that embraced its people. The Jenin Brigade also saluted the families of those martyred, injured, and detained during the battle for the great sacrifices they made.

Hamas politico­ chief Ismail Haniyeh said, “We offer our thanks to support Jenin and its people and the people of Jenin were on the ‘table’ adding that the heroic operation in ‘Al Aqsa’ and other acts of resistance which took place all over Palestine came in support for Jenin and its people.”

French rebellion spills into Belgium, Switzerland

By Ali Karbalai

TEHRAN - Protests against racial discrimination against minorities in France have spread beyond this European country’s borders.

What began as an uprising in a rural­class French neigh­borhood has morphed into a wider outburst of hate and anger toward discriminatory state and police violence.

A wave of violent unrest in major French cities has been described by witnesses and reporters on the ground as a civil war.

Thousands of people joining nationwide demonstrations against the brutal and racial profiling of France’s police and other security forces have been arrested.

Days of unrest and not in France have broadened to neighboring Switzerland, after spilling over into Belgium earlier this week.

The Swiss city of Lausanne was the scene of violent clashes between police and protesters overnight on Saturday.

Police reported that officers had been pelted with stones and Molotov cocktails in the city center. Witnesses have also reportedly described seeing bricks thrown and windows smashed.

The city is located in the mostly French speaking Western region of Switzerland.

Many of the demonstrators, who were chanting “justice for Nahel,” had been teenagers, according to Swiss police. Police arrested had made arrests have been made.

Iran, Russia to cooperate for joint film production

TEHRAN – Iran and Russia have agreed to collaborate on producing films jointly, IRNA reported on Wednesday.

Russia and Iran have agreed to form a dynamic partnership focused on joint film production, Minister of Culture of the Russian Federation Olga Lyubimova announced on Tuesday in a joint press conference with Iran’s Minister of Culture and Islamic Guidance Mohammad-Mehdi Esmaili, who is currently in Moscow.

The delegations of both countries recently concluded official negotiations and came to an agreement to arrange an array of cultural events.

This agreement could bring together the brightest minds and talents in the cinema industry from both nations, Lyubimova said.

The cultural events will include the highly anticipated cultural heritage festival of the Caspian Sea littoral states and the spiritual cultural conference scheduled to take place in Tehran, she noted.

She also emphasized the development of bilateral cooperation between the two countries in all sectors.

For his part, Esmaili said that Iran and Russia’s film industry actors in the international arena, are actively engaging in various fields of cooperation.

It is widely expected that the cultural sphere will be a crucial arena to complement their achievements, he added.

The Islamic Republic and Russia should enhance their cultural ties by expanding their cooperation in cinema, literature, theater, and music, he noted.

During the meeting with the Russian Minister of Culture, it was agreed to facilitate cultural dialogues between the elites of both countries, he said.

It is important to acknowledge the sincere efforts of the Russian Government towards fostering cultural relations, he stated.

Last week, Iran’s Farah Cinema Foundation (FCF) and Russia’s Red Square GC signed a memorandum of understanding.
Benefits of Iran's official membership in SCO will remain in history

In the following column, we take a look at some important views and contents in the yesterday's Iranian newspapers.

Iran, India use SCO capacities to strengthen ties

TEHRAN—Iran and India should explain the capacities of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) to India which can be used for expanding the countries' cooperation, Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif and his Indian counterpart S. Jaishankar said on Tuesday.

Zarif and Jaishankar met with key officials of the 23rd SCO Council of Heads of States, which was hosted by India on Tuesday.

Iran's top diplomat also emphasized the relevance of India's strategic plan to develop a portion of Iran's Chabahar port, saying there are no economic agreements between Iran and India.

The Indian diplomat, for his part, hailed Iran's accession to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization as an advantageous and beneficial during the meeting.

For his part, Levitin congratulated Ahmadian on his appointment as the Russian ambassador to Tehran and Moscow in recent years.

Ahmadian also praised as a “great step” the agreement on the construction of the Chabahar port, saying it will increase the role and authority of our country in the region, and the larger world. In addition, with its multilateral approach, this organization is seriously determined to confront the unipolar system and has been able to challenge the hegemony policies of the West over the years.

The iron, the Chinese and Russia, two important members of this organization, have veto power over any of the permanent members. Therefore, cooperation and synergy between the member countries of the organization can change the balance of power in the international arena and play a role in the modern “demotum” in in-tri-regional relations.

Iran: Failure of Israel's isolation project

In a note, the Iranian newspaper added the failure of the diplomatic efforts of the Jewish state and Iraq's policies, and wrote: The sanctions-crazed countries sought to isolate and to eradicate the Islamic Republic of Iran, and with its illegal and illegitimate actions, the Zionist states have been subjected to the enemy of the Islamic Republic of Iran, and with its illegal and illegitimate actions, the Zionist states have been subjected to the enemy of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Ahmadi also referred to the ill-conceived attempts by the Zionists to isolate, and said that “Israel has not been able to impose its will on other countries, and its endeavors to deal with the citizens of other countries have been in vain and have been discredited in the minds of other countries.”

The Jerusalem Post reports on Tuesday that the Israeli warplanes have been back from their operations in the West Bank against the Jenin camp. Expressing his fury over the human rights violations of the Israeli regime, Qaani said, “In his 26 to 27-page letter, Bennett describes the calamities that Israel is inflicting on Palestinian people, economic, military, ethnic, women’s issues, and other matters, spanning to seven pages.”

In a meeting with a delegation from Iran led by Deputy Foreign Minister Ali-Akbar Ahmadian, the new ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Iran to Russia, Mikhail Davydov, praised the bilateral relations between the two countries, and said that the SCO is a strong and effective organization.

The mission confirmed its commitment to meticulously continuing its follow-up actions under the framework of the Iranian diplomacy, and its developed diplomats are established.

Ouda force chief hails Palestinian youths’ resistance against Zionists in the face of the legal right to defend themselves against the Israeli regime.

The merciless Israeli army’s attacks on various regions of the West Bank would not help the Zionist regime re- cruit its hollow and lost power in the face of the Palestinian youth’s resilient resistance, Qaani highlighted.

The official added that the Islamic resistance’s powerful power has long been discriminated in the minds of both Israeli clerics as well as Palestinian generals and soldiers.

The Israeli terror acts are useless endeavors that will not help the ilu- sanitarians to achieve this power, the spokesman remarked.

The Israeli army left Jenin on Tuesday night after a 44-hour invasion.

Following Israel’s major military operation in the West Bank, the United Nations called for an urgent and closed-door meeting for Friday to address the situation.

At least 10 Palestinians have been killed in Jenin and one in Ramallah.

The Palestinian Red Crescent said on Friday that the attacks targeted about 3,000 people from the Jenin camp, who were lives lost from building a squatter kilometer.

Putin aide meets with new Iran’s security chief

In a separate meeting on Tuesday, the latest developments surrounding the Rast-e-Astara railway line and the Chabahar port were discussed.

Abdollahian talks to Putin aide about Iran-Russia relations

Amir Abdollahian talks to Putin aide about Iran-Russia relations.

Also, in a separate meeting on Tuesday, the latest developments surrounding the Rast-e-Astara railway line and the Chabahar port were discussed.
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Iran-IraqAIE ties based on safety guards, NPT: nuclear chief

TEHRAN - Iran's nuclear chief has reacted to a speculation that ratifies Iran's nuclear instruments, which have been violated, saying relations between Iran and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) are strictly based on the Safeguards Agreement and the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).

Speaking to reporters after a cabinet session, Mohammad Eslami, the head of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, rejected allegations made by Ali Khezrian that the AEOI's March agreement with the IAEA breached that country's treaty obligations.

He also rejected the claim regarding the installation of more cameras in an Iranian nuclear site.

Earlier, Khezrian had criticized the Iran nuclear agreement with the International Atomic Energy Agency, IRNA.

The lawmaker noted, “It seems that if the negative atmosphere created in Iran by some enemies is removed, the Republic of Azerbaijan will definitely benefit more from friendly relations with Iran. The Islamic Republic is not opposed to the development of economic relations with Azerbaijan, but Iran's principle position is to oppose the change of geopolitical borders.”

Iran considers the Republic of Azerbaijan as an effective partner in the policies of the system and within the framework of the country's national plan,” she told IRNA.

Iran handball coach Ghasemi shocked by World Beach Games’ cancelation

By Farrokh Hesabi

TEHRAN - Coach of Iran handball team, Mehdi GhaseghiRad, is shocked by the news of Indonesia’s withdrawal as host of 2023 Association of National Olympic Committees (ANOC) World Beach Games.

The ANOC, along with its member countries, has withdrawn as the host of next month’s Association of National Olympic Committees (ANOC) World Beach Games, it has been announced on Tuesday.

As there is no time to find an alternative host for the event, the second edition scheduled between Aug. 5 and 12 has been cancelled. The event was set to see 1,500 athletes from 130 countries compete in 33 disciplines across 14 sports.

“It came as a shock to hear such news just weeks before the ANOC games,” said GhaseghiRad in his interview with Tehran Times.

The news comes as a blow to all teams, not just the handball players, who were scheduled to take part in the World Beach Games.

“I can only compare the current incident to what happened in the previous edition of the competition when the U.S. withdrew from hosting and Qatar agreed to host instead,” he said.

A new host city for the ANOC General Assembly, which was due to take place alongside the World Beach Games, is expected to be announced later this year.

“Finding a new host for the tournament won’t be an easy task for ANOC officials,” GhaseghiRad stated.

“Despite what happened, the training camps for Iran’s handball national team will continue uninterrupted.”

“We’re getting our team ready for the ambushes and the ANOC rules of change,” he added.

The ANOC said it would re-select a new host for the event, with indications that one of the countries interested would be Azerbaijan.

Iran beat India at 2023 Asian Women’s Junior Handball Championship

TEHRAN - Iran defeated India 39-31 in the 2023 Asian Women’s Junior Handball Championship on Wednesday.

The men defeated South Korea 3-0 (25-14, 26-19, 25-14) in Pool A.

Team Mali had already defeated China and India in the preliminary stage.

Iran will never allow the threat to the region and the Islamic Republic of Iran from its soil. He emphasized that the Republic of Azerbaijan seeks to remove the blockage of transportation corridors in the region and adheres to the existence of historical routes of navigation in the region. In this meeting, the two sides talked about how to activate the embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Tehran referring to the completion of the investigation process of the case of the attack on the Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Tehran.

The attack in question took place earlier this year when a group of immigrants from the Azerbaijan embassy, killing a security guard and injuring others. Iran said in a statement that the terrorism as the assailant was the tryst “between the network and the Republic of Azerbaijan, which is not in line with international laws and the policies… the government is investigating the assailant.”

Amir Abdollahian also said that Azerbaijan’s nuclear issues will never allow a threat to the region and the Islamic Republic of Iran from its soil. He emphasized that the Republic of Azerbaijan seeks to remove the blockage of transportation corridors in the region and adheres to the existence of historical routes of navigation in the region. In this meeting, the two sides talked about how to activate the embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Tehran referring to the completion of the investigation process of the case of the attack on the Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Tehran.

The attack in question took place earlier this year when a group of immigrants from the Azerbaijan embassy, killing a security guard and injuring others. Iran said in a statement that the terrorism as the assailant was the tryst “between the network and the Republic of Azerbaijan, which is not in line with international laws and the policies… the government is investigating the assailant.”

Amir Abdollahian also said that Azerbaijan’s nuclear issues
**Iran to raise petrochemical output capacity by 43% within 5 years**

Iranian petrochemical capacity is going to increase from 92 to 135.1 million tons by 2027, said a spokesperson for the Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade.

**Iran exports non-oil goods worth $3.5b to China in 3 months**

In return, China exported $4.5 billion worth of goods to Iran, registering a 40 percent rise as compared to the previous year’s six months.

**Iran and China officially sign $5 billion petrochemical deal**

Iran and China officially signed the document for the $5 billion petrochemical industry. Iran’s NIGC and China’s CNPC are the main parties of the deal.

**Iran’s natural gas supply to power plants hits record high**

The country’s petrochemical production will reach 2540 million tons by the Iranian calendar year 1441 (March 2020). The official noted that the petrochemical industry plays a crucial role in Iran’s non-oil exports, as the petrochemical sector is the second-largest source of revenue for the country after crude oil.

**Iran’s non-oil exports are expected to reach $108 billion by 2024**

The Iranian government aims to increase non-oil exports to $108 billion by 2024, according to the Iran Chamber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA).

**Iran’s petrochemical industry is one of the four Iranian stock exchanges and the second oldest in Asia**

Iran’s petrochemical industry is one of the four Iranian stock exchanges and the second oldest in Asia, Iran started its manufacture of 50-passenger airplanes in collaboration with Iran Aircraft Manufacturing Industry and the ministries of Defense, Transport and Urban Development as well as Industry, Mining, and Trade, he explained.

**Iran’s natural gas supply to power plants hits record high**

As reported, China was the top export destination of Iranian non-oil goods in the last six months of the current year.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

Bilateral trade hit $127 billion in May 2023 with Iran’s exports to China at $377 million and imports at $593 million which shows a 44 percent increase in export and a 20 percent increase in imports compared to the corresponding period in 2022.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

According to the data previously released by China’s customs administration, the value of trade between Iran and China increased by 7 percent in 2022 compared to the previous year.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

Based on China’s customs data, the Islamic Republic and China traded $33.9 billion worth of commodities in 2022, a $124 billion increase compared to the previous year.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

As reported, China’s exports to Iran grew by 14 percent in the period under review compared to the preceding year to reach $104 billion. The Asian country exported $2.687 billion worth of goods to Iran in 2021.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

The value of Iran’s non-oil exports to China has been increasing steadily, however, registered a two-percent decrease in 2022, reaching $36.55 billion Iran exported $6.5 billion worth of products to China in 2021.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

Iran’s share of China’s total global trade last year was only 0.25 percent. Iran’s trade with the world reached $6.388 trillion in 2022, of which $3.593 trillion was the share of the country’s exports and $2.795 trillion was the total of its imports.

**Iran’s natural gas, oil exports hit record highs**

Iran is one of the main trade partners that still trade with China in the Islamic Republic despite the strict U.S. sanctions.

**Iran and China officially signed the document for 25-year comprehensive cooperation in March 2023.**

The document was signed between Iran’s former Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif and his Chinese counterpart Wang Yi at the Iranian Foreign Ministry.

In June, China invested $11 billion in the construction of Iran’s petrochemical industry. Iran’s NIGC and China’s CNPC are the main parties of the deal.
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French rebellion spills into Belgium, Switzerland

From page 1. The police murder of 17-year-old Nahel in the Israeli Palestinian city of Jenin, Meronuzz in a Paris suburb set off a week of unrest across France in protest against the discriminatory use of police force against minority groups.

“Quite clearly, what emerges from what we have seen is that these young windows that were broken during the night were inspired by the situation in France,” a Lausanne police spokesperson said.

Violent protests also expanded to Belgium this week, where people marched in large numbers in the capital Brussels, where several fires were brought under control.

At least 64 people had been arrested during confrontations mostly in the neighborhoods of Molenbeek and the nearby Gare du Nord.

On the sidelines of an EU Summit, Belgian Prime Minister Alexander De Croo said, “What is happening in France has nothing to do with what is happening in our country.”

Police violence is seen as a symptom of the race war in Europe.

14 people have been killed in the hands of Belgian police since 2017.

In France, the mood appears to be calmer since consecutive nights of violence kicked off last Tuesday.

French President Emmanuel Macron’s statements, meetings and up to 45,000 security personnel backed by armored vehicles, curfews, bans, transport closures, and arrests were just failed to quell the violence.

Macron denounced social media platforms for fuelling the violence. And all of the French authorities’ appeals for peace fell on deaf ears.

It took the grandmother of Nahel to issue a call for calm, and a sense of normalcy to return to the streets of France, which is still on edge.

Foreign travel advice to France has not been revised and remains at the highest level despite the violence appearing to calm slightly.

The unrest, however, has failed to produce any serious government soul-searching on the roots of the decades-long crisis vis-a-vis the use of brutal police force against men of color.

Nahel and the many others before him would still be alive today in France if the color of their skin was white. A traffic stop does not warrant a death sentence.

The low-income urban neighborhoods are jam-packed with non-white French citizens, and it’s a similar story in many other Western countries.

The state and police treatment of black and other minority groups has been horrible and a stain on French society.

Macron’s government, in particular, has effectively doubled down on a violent repression of protesters, let alone the most serious ones over racism, which has been festering in its current forms since 2005.

Even when there have been peaceful protests, the government has brutally suppressed protesters. The paramilitary forces have been very heavy handed. Most of the racism is constitutional, which makes matters worse.

The issue across Europe involves racism in the UK, which has been under the spotlight recently with the Windrush scandal, but has been around for many decades as well, with police killing British black men and women at an unportentable level.

This stretches across the Atlantic Ocean to the United States, where police killings of black Americans have made the headlines and set up similar communities across the streets. But the killings that don’t make the headlines are far higher.

The minority groups feel helpless and disappointed. They don’t get equal opportunities to join state institutions, positions, and jobs as white people have because of the color of their skin.

So France and others have a lot to address when it comes to equal rights and against profiling 

Many reports have highlighted how French police fine people at much higher rates in areas with a higher minority population.

Many rights groups have condemned France and highlighted the discriminatory nature of the police’s behavior toward the non-white citizens, calling on concrete governments to take urgent action to reform the system of police stops, for example. A number of national and international research papers have documented how these practices are illegal.

Violent or harrowing police stops are just one of the elements of discrimination by the police that has to be stopped or at least among the discrimination community toward “law enforcement” authorities.

There are many police practices in France and beyond France that are not only illegal under international human rights law, but they are also humilitating as well as degrading to those on the receiving end of the treatment.

This is what makes non-white citizens in France, Switzerland, Belgium, the UK and other European nations feel like second-class citizens in society.

In an interview with BBC, Yara Hawari, a white woman quoted a former Chinese official.

David Hawari said, “The reality of this operation is about mowing the grass. Moving the grass from one place to another. The Israeli military does this time and time again, not only in Jenin but throughout the West Bank, and it is sick, inhuman, and criminal.”

Two Israeli women raised the Israeli flag as front of Israeli Minister of Intelligence on Wednesday as a symbol of dissatisfaction.

The security forces nearby considered this act as a threat against the life of the minister and violently tried to expel them from the area. Within short time, hundreds of other protesters gathered in front of the minister’s house.
91 Paleolithic sites discovered in eastern Iran


Craftspersons from across Iran show off skills in Hamadan

Iran exported some $200 million worth of handicrafts during the year 1400, the official added.

According to the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Tourism and Handicrafts, Iran has the most cities and towns registered with the World Crafts Council (WCC), followed by China with seven, Chile with four, and India with three designated cities.

The WCC–Asia-Pacific Region designated Shiraz, Malayer, Zanjan, and the village of Gesamand in February 2023, bringing the total number of craft cities and towns in Iran from 14 to 16.

The archaeologist noted the discovered sites from different periods from the Paleolithic to the Neolithic era.

Early areas of the Iranian plateau have been the focus of archaeologists and palaeoanthropologists since the middle of the 20th century.

We have commenced long-term studies tracking human populations that are inscribed in the cuneiform script document

Many of the earliest evi-

dence of human habitation within the Iranian plateau comes primarily from archaeological remains in caves and rock shelters that date to the Early Paleolithic, circa 45,000 years ago.

These primary inhabitants lived in a very dynamic environment that required a mobile hunter-gatherer lifestyle. It was only after a few thousand years that some settled villages and farming communities arose near rivers and freshwater springs. Some of the world’s earliest open-air settlements are in Iran and date back around 10,000 years.

This period marks the beginning of the Neolithic revolution, characterized by the expansion of agricultural communities and increasing social complexity, with consequent innovations in material culture, in particular, the development of pottery.

Around 6000 BC, people began microlithizing and manipulating the region’s abundant metal resources, especially copper known as the Chalcolithic, this period lasted until around 3500 BC, when metallurgy of bronze began.

Iranian handicrafts have a high capacity for export, which can be realized through the creation of special holding companies, she said.

In a new Oxford Academic report, a group of 246 stalls have been set up for the first ten months of the past Iranian calendar.

Handicraft exports stood at $400 million during the peak days.

Sophie has managed to get to tens of thousands of people dancing, singing, reciting poetry, and more on the day of the festival.

The tower is said to be as tall as a medieval tower in the region of Zanjan. The village of Qassemabad, which is one of the first craft cities and towns in Iran, from 10 to 14.

Craftspeople from across Iran show off skills in Hamadan

During the past nine centuries, the tower’s two east and west entrances in the Razi style are cylindrical, and the exterior of the tower are also acoustic. The tower is cylindrical, and the exterior of the tower is made up of 24 vertical angles.

Two entrances in the Razi style were added.

The method provides much greater control over the size and shape of the final flake, which would then be employed as a scraper or knife, although the technique could also be adapted to produce projectilepoints known as Levantine points.

The earliest archaeological expe-
ditions to Iran began in the 17th century when British and French archaeologists were studying Susa and its surroundings in south-western Iran. One of the earliest evi-
dences of human habitation within the Iranian plateau comes primarily from archaeological remains in caves and rock shelters that date to the Early Paleolithic, circa 45,000 years ago.

The Levant is a region in the Middle East and was inhabited by a variety of cultures and peoples.

It is mainly for my brothers because they’ve got all our clothes, she says. It’s no more easy for them to know that they don’t have to take any other money.

In the modern era, the Levant is a region in the Middle East and was inhabited by a variety of cultures and peoples.

There are also six rectangles, each showing 10 minutes, and the narrower grooves showing the minutes. It is worth noting that the tower’s two east and west entrances are made up of 24 vertical angles.

Another use of the tower was to hold a large number of people, especially as a place for religious ceremonies and public gatherings.

Since the 1970s, the tower has been used as a landmark and a symbol of the city of Hamadan.

During the Safavid era, Iran Review reported.

The tower is cylindrical in shape and has a wide and tall design.

The ancient city of Teheran was built several holes in the stone tools, Sadrai said.

Another use of the tower was to hold a large number of people, especially as a place for religious ceremonies and public gatherings.
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Sanctions deprive people of healthy environment: DOE chief

TEHRAN – Ali Salajeqeh, the chief of the Department of Environment, has said unilateral sanctions take a heavy healthy environment away from nations. Applying unilateral and illegitimate coercive sanctions is not only a big obstacle to the economic and social development of countries, but also deprives the right to enjoy a healthy environment by overshadowing the principles contained in the United Nations Charter and international laws, he explained.

He made the remarks at the 14th International Conference on Environment and Development, which opened on Friday and will wrap up on Monday.

The event gathers authorities of the G-77 and China. It includes nine specialized forums on different environment-related issues, aiming at considering learning lessons and experiences from plans of action to mitigate the effects of climate change.

A vulnerable and damaged environment caused by natural and human factors makes the use of optimal ecosystem services, specialized rescue teams landed in the earth-shaking areas in Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, the United Arab Emirates, Bolivia, Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, the Philippines, Kenya, Lebanon, Mali, Niger, and Ecuador.

The IRCS polyclinic center includes various departments such as laboratory, pharmacy, radiology and physiotherapy, and general practitioners along with obstetricians, gynecologists, internal medicine, pediatrics, psychiatrists, and dentists.

Currently, some 14 medical facilities are offering humanitarian, relief, and health services to the deprived people in 13 countries, including Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, the United Arab Emirates, Bolivia, Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, the Philippines, Kenya, Lebanon, Mali, Niger, and Ecuador.

The IRCS polyclinic center includes various departments such as laboratory, pharmacy, radiology and physiotherapy, and general practitioners along with obstetricians, gynecologists, internal medicine, pediatrics, psychiatrists, and dentists.

At present, the Iranian Red Crescent Society provides medical services to people in 13 Asian, African, and Latin countries.

Iran had a quick and effective presence to help earthquake victims in Turkey and Syria.

Iran is IFRC’s strongest member in region: official

“Undoubtedly, your efforts are all the more meaningful when you consider the humanitarian response that the Iran Red Crescent Society is making nationally in the Khor region and in several provinces affected by climate problems,” the IFRC president highlighted.

The Iranian Red Crescent Society was the first national community in the world, in its plans carrying humanitarian aid and its specialized rescue teams landed in the earthquake-striken areas of Turkey and Syria and carried out rescue operations in cooperation with the red crescent societies of the two host countries.

In a meeting with Kholasvand in March 2023, Rocca expressed satisfaction with the high number of volunteers of the IRCS worldwide and said that IRCS is one of the strongest communities in the world, which brings hope back to people’s lives after every incident.

Stating that IRCS will implement the IRCS’s programs, he announced readiness to strengthen the Iranian Red Crescent Society’s relations with other national communities because those communities can use Iran’s experience and knowledge to deal with and prevent the incidents in various industries, especially petrochemical and refinery industries, implementing projects to collect and process flares gases in oilfields, creating and setting up a bank of biological and chemical samples as a method of out-of-habitat protection of the genetic resources of the country’s wildlife, and paying special attention to the issue of microplastics and a serious determination to reduce their release on the government’s agenda.”

Int. co-op to combat SDSs

Salajeqeh said that one of the major effects of climate change is the increase in sand and dust storm hotspots in Africa, Central Asia, and West Asia, and now the range of adverse effects of this phenomenon is expanding in other regions of the world.

In this regard, the issue of sand and dust storms was proposed in the resolution of the United Nations General Assembly, and as a result, an international conference to deal with the phenomenon will be held on September 9 and 10 this year in Tehran, he noted.

In February, Salajeqeh said a meeting will be held in July in Tehran with the presence of the environment ministers of the world countries.

The Department of Environment will hold five international meetings in the current Iranian calendar year that started on March 21, he added.

“Environmental diplomacy is the main priority for the country’s political diplomacy, so holding the conference on combating sand and dust storms is important for us.”

In this line, the Department of Environment has held meetings with neighboring countries to the extent that Egypt has also announced its readiness to attend the Tehran meeting, he concluded.

Iranian female scholars break dominant Western clichés

By Sara Atta

TEHRAN – While the West is trying to show a distorted image of Iranian women, the promotion of women’s status in Iran under the protection of various scientific and academic fields is undeniable.

Despite the problems and challenges that women all over the world face, they do not give up their dreams and goals and strive to be useful to their nation. The history of Iran shows that Iranian women have also proved their capabilities in various fields and succeeded both nationally and internationally.

Since the victory of the Islamic Revolution in February 1979, Iranian women have shown in different political, social, cultural, scientific, educational, and artistic fields in both national and international arenas during the past 44 years.

The scientific progress of Iranian women in the years after the Islamic Revolution has been very impressive.

Despite some difficulties, the Iranian female population has been provided with the opportunity to study at universities in various fields so that educated women are seen as one of the most important social assets of the country today.

In the pre-Revolution era, most of the female pupils were keen on studying art and medical sciences at universities, but nowadays, they study in all fields including engineering, mathematics, economy, and agriculture.

As of 2006, women accounted for over half of university students in Iran and 70% of science and engineering students. In 2002, according to UNESCO data, over 2 million out of 4 million students in tertiary education in Iran were females, thus marking the fifth largest female enrollment after China, India, the US and Brazil. In engineering fields, Iranian female enrollment ranked first in the world and in science fields, second after the US.

The Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei in one of his speeches on December 16, 1992 said, “. No one should propogate that by protecting one’s health, modesty, homemaking and raising children, one cannot acquire knowledges. Thank God, today we have so many female intellectuals and scientists in various fields of our society; hardworking, intellgient, and valuable university students, high level graduates, outstanding and high-ranking professionals, physicians! Today, in the Islamic Republic of Iran, various fields of sciences are available for women.”

Iranian women have proven they can contribute greatly to the advancement of science, as 346 female researchers are on the Highly Cited Researchers list of the world.

In the previous edition of the Highly Cited Researchers revealed by Clarivate, 13 researchers were from Iranian institutions, but in the 2022 edition, 12 Iranian researchers have been included.

“For 200 years, the West has said that if women aren’t freed from moral and religious boundaries and coverings, they can’t progress and reach higher scientific, political, and social positions. Iranian women showed the falsity of this. Our female scholars work in key scientific centers,” Ayahtollah Khamenei said. July 27, 2023)

Global statistics show that 28 percent of researchers are women. It is worth mentioning that Iranian women are among those researchers, who presented much research at domestic and international levels.

The Iranian women have succeeded in playing key roles in managing startups and accelerators, facilitating groups and companies active in agriculture, industries, architecture, pharmaceutical, and cultural sectors, as they also shine in the entrepreneurship area.

“As for women’s issues in the Islamic Republic, in our country and society. first, I will tell you that whenever I meet with Islamic, religious, and educated women, on such occasions, I deeply thank God. The fact that there are so many knowledgeable, educated, broad-minded and outstanding women—in intellectual and practical areas—in our society really is one of the greatest glories of the Islamic Republic. This is an extremely wonderful blessing and a great source of honor.” the Leader noted. April 19, 2024)

Iranian women have been able to achieve countless successes in various fields. It is difficult to name all these women. There are also many successful Iranian women all over the world who are famous in many fields of science and technology. A number of these women have achieved the highest honors in certain fields.

Women from the Leader’s point of view--17

Wheat harvest in Lorestan

What is the most important agricultural product of the western Lorestan province. This year, the wheat output is projected to hit 380,000 tons, placing Lorestan among 31 provinces of the country.
The worth of a person is equal to his aspiration; his integrity to his chivalry; his courage to his self-respect, and his chastity to his sense of

Imam Ali (AS)

Prayer Times

The year 1827 marked the publication of the enlarged edition of the diwan, which was now complete. However, the second, and the last, of the two Notebooks and Additions was published in 1882, two books recounting the

Henrik Ibsen’s “A Doll’s House” on stage at Tehran theater

TEHRAN –For the anniversary of their abduction in Lebanon in 1982, two books recounting the lives and careers of Iranian IRGC commando Ahmad Motevasselian and his companions have been recently published.

Iran Publishing House in Tehran has published two books, “Ascension from the Olive Branch” and “Standing Forever,” to mark the 41st anniversary of the abduction of four Iranian diplomats by the mercenaries of the Zionist regime in Lebanon.

These books shed light on their captivating stories and offer unique insights into the challenges they faced.

Ilya Krivitsky in Moscow.

The Islamic Republic of Iran always holds the Zionist regime and its collaborators politically and legally for the kidnapping and for that act of terrorism.

The Zionist regime, which is not bound by any international law or humanitarian laws, has always dodged its responsibility in this regard. The international community is paying no respect amid the international silence towards the regime’s crimes.

There have been various reports regarding their whereabouts over the previous 43 years.

While most of them are still alive and are incarcerated in Israeli jails, others argue they are still alive and incarcerated.

Ilya Krivitsky in Moscow.

The MOU will also ease the way for organizing film weeks and the play’s title, often referred to as “A Doll’s House,” is sometimes translated as “Doll’s House” by certain scholars.

Books on Ahmad Motevasselian, companions published on their abduction anniversary

The play’s title, often referred to as “A Doll’s House,” is sometimes translated as “Doll’s House” by certain scholars.

Vocalist Salar Aqili to give free concert to mark Eid al-Ghadir

TEHRAN –Iranian vocalist Salar Aqili plans to hold a free concert in Abu Akasha Park in northern Tehran on Thursday, to mark Eid al-Ghadir. Shia Muslims’ celebration of Dhu al-Hijjah 10, the day on which Imam Ali (AS) was appointed as successor to the Prophet Muhammad (S).

Organized by Tehran Municipality, the concert will begin at 8 p.m., and admission is free to the public.

The way on back home from Hajj in 632, which is known as the Farewell Pilgrimage, occupation back then.
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